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In this paper an inequality for 3-convex functions analogous to well-known 
Levinson’s inequality is proved. Some applications are also given. 
1. INTR~~LJCT~ON 
N. Levinson [l] proved the following result: If f has a third derivative 
f”’ > 0, 0 < xk < Q, pk > 0 (1 < k < n), P, = c:_, pi (2 < k < n), then 
If f “’ > 0, then there is equality if and only if x, = .. . = x, . 
T. Popoviciu [2] pointed out that the natural condition on f for the 
validity of (1) is that f be 3convex. P. S. Bullen [ 3] proved the following 
generalization of (1): 
(a) Let f be a real-valued 3-convex function on [a, 61 and xk, J’~ 
(1 < k < n), 2n points on [a, b] such that 
max(x, ,..., x,) < min(y, ,..., Y,), x, ty, = .a’ =x, + 1’ ; _ II (2) 
then ifPk>O (l<k<n), 
j) i, Pkf cxk) -f $ $ PkXk 
n k-1 
<$ f Pkf(?fk) 
n k?I 
-f (; $, Pk yk )* 
213 
(3) 
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(b) If for a continuous f inequality (3) holds for every IZ and all 2n 
(distinct) points satisfying (2), and all pk > 0 (1 < k ( n), thenf is 3-convex. 
In [4] it is shown that codition (2) can be weakened., i.e., inequality (3) 
holds if 
Xl +yl= *** =x,+yn=2c 
and 
Xi+X,-j+L<2CY 
(PiXl+Pn-i+lXn-i+I)l(Pi+Pn-i+I)GC (1 (i<n). 
In this paper we shall give an analogous result. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Let x0 ,..., x,+ , be (r + 1) distinct points from [a, b]; then the rth divided 
difference offat these points is 
where o(x) = nLeo (x - xk). 
It is easy to prove that 
(x0 - .q) V,(A x0 ,... , x,) = v,- , (A x0 ,..., X,-I ) - v,- , (f; x, )...) x,). (4) 
A real-valued function is said to be n-convex on [a, b] if and only if for all 
choices on (n + 1) distinct points in [a, b), V,(f; x0,..., xn) > 0; if we always 
have that V,(f; x0,..., x,) > 0, thenf is said to be strictly n-convex. Iffhas n- 
derivatives on [a, b], then f is n-convex if and only if ftn) > 0; if fCn’ > 0, 
then f is strictly n-convex. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM. (a) Let f be a real valued 3-convex function on [a, b] and 
xk, JJ~ (1 < k < n) 2n points on [a, b] such that 
4’,-X,=Y?-X,=...=J’n-Xn>0 (5) 
and let pk > 0 (1 < k < n). Then (3) is valid. Iff is strictly 3-convex there is 
equality in (3) ifand only ifx, = ... =x,. 
(b) If for a continuous f inequality (3) holds (strictly) for every n and 
all 2n (distinct) points satisfying (5) and all pk > 0 (1 < k < n), then f is 
(strict&) 3-convex. 
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Proof. (b) Put n= 2, x,=x, x,=x+ 2h, ~7, =x + h. J’? =x + 3h. 
p, = pz = 1, (h > 0), when inequality (3) reduces to 
V3(fi x + 3h, x + 2h, x + h, x) > 0. 
It is known that if this holds for all possible x, h > 0 (holds strictly), thenf is 
3-convex (strictly 3convex), (see [3]). 
(a) The proof is by induction on n (see 131) and we first consider the case 
n = 2. 
Since f is 3-convex, we have from (4) that if z0 > z,, z, > zj, z2 > z,. 
Puttingz,=~,,z2=y2,z,=(P,y,+~2Y2)l(P,+P2)~z3=xl~Z~=X~~z~= 
(p,x, +p2x2)/(p, +pz), then (6) reduces to (3) with n = 2 provided 
y,-x,=y,-x,>o. 
Now, assume the result has been proved n = 2, 3,..., m - I. Using the 
substitutions 
J’2 -+ Ym.  P,‘P,-,7 Pz-‘Pm 
from (3) with n = 2. we have 
J($,z,PiYi)-f (&i~,Pixi)<&]pm-, [f(*z,‘PiYi) 
-.f (& F,’ Pixi ) ] +P*(f(Y,) -.mmN 1 < + $ Pi(f(Yi) -f(xi))s 
m 1-l 
where we used the induction hypothesis, n = m - 1. It is easy to see that 
from J, -?c, = . . . =y,,-, -x,-, > 0 and 
1 m-1 
P 
pixi = J’, -.Y, > 0 
m-l 
we hayejl, -x, = . . . = J,,, - x, > 0, which completes the proof of inequality 
(3) in the case n = m. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
Let a be an n-tuple of positive numbers w  another such n-tuple then, as 
usual, we write, 
I/r 
A4;ya; w) = 
( 
& 2 a;w, 
) 
(0 < Irl < +a) 
n i-1 
= fi (q “w” 
( ) (r = 0). i=l 
Analogously, to the proof which is given in [3] we can get, the following 
result, from the main theorem: 
COROLLARY 1. Let s be a real number and a and b be two n-tuples of 
positive numbers satisfying 
b:-a;=...=&-af,>O 6 # 0) b,/a, = .a. =b,/a, > 1 (s=O) 
and let p be another n-tuple of positive numbers. Then 
(i) ifOctcs,t>2s>O,s<t<Oort<2s<O,then 
{M!,“(a;p)} - {M;‘(a;p)}’ < (M;‘(b;p)}’ - (M;‘(b;p)}’ (7) 
If t < 0 ,< s, 0 < s < t ( 2s, s < 0 < t, or 2s < t < s < 0, inequality (7) is 
reversed. 
(ii) Ifs > 0, then 
Mf’(a; p)/M!f’(a; p) < Mk’(b; p)/M:‘(b; p). (8) 
Ifs < 0, then inequality (8) is reversed. 
Using the substitutions 4ri = xi + t (1 < i ,< n, t > 0), inequality (3) 
becomes 
f (I + k ,$, Pixi) -f (k ,$, Pixi) 
< f $ Pi(f (t + xi) -f (xi))V 
n 1-I 
where from we have that function x w  f (x + t) -f(x) (0 < t < b -a) is 
convex function on [a, b - t] if f is 3-convex function on [a, 61. Using this 
fact we can give corresponding analogies for a lot of inequalities valid for 
convex functions. For example from well-known Vasic’s inequality ([5 I), we 
have 
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COROLLARY 2. If f is 3-convex function on [O, a), p!& > 1) xk E 10, a) 
(1 < k < n), t + CzT, pkxk E [0, a), then the inequality 
$, p,(f (I + ark) -fkk)) ,<f (I + ;, Pk-%) -f (, k$, pkXk) 
- (1 - P”)(.m) -f(O)) 
is valid. 
Analogously. using the substitutions 
x;-*kf t (1 -A)$, yi+qlt (1 -1)X; (1 <i<n). 
where 0 <A < 1, a </I, a,j3ER. we have 
f (U f -!j$ z, Pixi ) -f pa + --!$ ,$, PA) 
n 
<$~Pi(f(~Pt(l--I)xi)-f(~at(l-~)x;))~ 
n 1-I 
(9) 
i.e., function x 4 f (A/3 t (1 - A) x) -f (la t (1 - A) x) (0 < A < 1, a < /I. 
a, p E R) is convex on [a, 6). 
For example, for p = b, a = a, A = l/2, we have 
a t xi’ 
t PiT) 
i=l 
)-f(T)). 
From (9) we can obain the following result: 
COROLLARY 3. Let pi > 0 and xi E [a, b] (1 < i < n), be real numbers. If 
fis 3-convex function on [a, b], then function F. defined b? 
rvhere 0 < 1 < 1, is nondecreasing on [a, b ]. 
Now, we shall give a simple proof of Corollary 3. It is known, that iff is 
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3-convex function then f’ is a convex fuction on (a, b) (see [6]). Using this 
fact, for xi E (a, 6) (1 < i < n), we have 
F’(t) = 1 
I 
f ,$ pi./-‘(At + (1 - A) Xi) 
n r-l 
-f’ ($,$,Pi(Al+(l--i)Xi)’ 
)I 
20. 
Thus, Corollary 3 is proved for xi E (a, 6) (1 < i < n). Using inequalities 
f(a) Gm + ) and 
which are valid for all 3-convex functions, we can get that Corollary 3 is 
also valid for xi E [a, b] (1 ,< i < n). 
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